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ABSTRACT 
Consider the general linear regression model E( y ) = AP, Cov( y ) = V, where y is 
an n x 1 vector of observations, A is a known real n X m matrix, and V is a known 
dispersion matrix. No rank assumptions are imposed on A or V. The aim of this paper 
is to investigate the class of all those matrices G leading to traditional BLUES CGy 
for all estimable linear functions C/3, and to discuss its relations with two other sets 
introduced respectively by Albert (1973) and by Mitra and Moore (1973). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we consider the general linear regression model 
E(Y) = 4% Cov(y)=V, (1.1) 
where A is a nonstochastic n X m matrix of observations on the regressors, y 
is an n x 1 vector of observations on the dependent variable, and V is a 
known dispersion matrix. No assumptions on the rank of A or the rank of V 
are made. 
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From Rao [lo] we have the following definition: By is said to be a 
traditional BLUE of an estimable function CB iff BVB’ is a minimum subject 
to C=BA. 
In what follows, we deal with the set m of all those matrices G leading to 
traditional BLUES CGy for all estimable functions C/3. 
Mitra and Moore [6] have deduced a subset of ‘&, namely 
m = { [k(v+ AA~)-A] -At(v+ AA’)-}, 0.2) 
wherein the multiplicity is generated by the arbitrariness of the choice of the 
generalized inverses. Albert, on the other hand, has shown that CGy is a 
traditional BLUE of any estimable function CB whenever G may be repre- 
sented by 
G= [A++ZC)][Z-V1/“(QV”2)+], (I.31 
where 2 is free to vary over R”” n, Q stands for the orthogonal projector 
PX( B ) i and the superscript + indicates the Moore-Penrose inverse. 
In Albert’s paper the question concerning the relationship between his set, 
say ‘21, and (%! remains open. Moore and Mitra, however, have already 
established that the main part in the expression (1.3) that is, 
A+ [Z -V1’2(QV1’2)+], (1.4) 
belongs to their set !lX. Pukelsheim [9], considering again Albert’s question, 
even appears to claim that M and %Q both coincide with $m. That he is 
generally wrong is seen in Section 3, where we discuss how the various sets 
are actually related. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let M and N be linear subspaces in the mdimensional real space R”‘. 
Then ML will denote the orthogonal complement of M in R”’ (with respect 
to the usual inner product), and if M CI N = {O}, then M @ N will denote the 
direct sum of M and _N. Next, if N is a direct complement of M (i.e., 
R”’ = M@ N ), then Pow, N will denote the welldefined (oblique) projector on 
M along N, and if N= M I, P,,, will denote the corresponding (orthogonal) 
projector (see, e.g., [12, pp. 166113]). The dimension of M will be denoted 
by dim(M). 
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For a given matrix D in the space R”,“’ of all real n X m matrices, denote 
by D’, N(D), R(D), rank(D), N,(D), and R,(D), respectively, the trans- 
pose of D, the null space of D, the range space of D, the rank of D, the set of 
all direct complements of N(D), and the set of all direct complements of 
R(D). Let Z be the identity matrix and 0 the zero matrix of appropriate 
order. 
Now let D E R”,“‘, let M E N,.(D), let S E R,(D), and consider the 
matrix equations 
DXD= D, (cl) 
(GM) 
XDX=X, (G2) 
DX = PR(l7,. S’ (GS) 
Suppose that 0 f 17 c { 1,2, M, S }. Then let Dv denote the set of all those 
matrices X which satisfy equations (Gi) for all i E 1). Any X E DTJ is called 
an qinverse of D, and is also denoted by Ds. { 1 }-inverses are usually called 
generalized inverses and are also denoted by D- . 
For the sake of clarity as well as for easier reference, we mention the 
following well-known propositions (cf. [ 14, 171): 
P2.1. The (2, M, S}- inverse of D exists uniquely. 
P2.2. Any { M}-inverse of D and likewise any { S}-inverse of D is 
always a { 1}-inverse of D. Conversely, for any { l}-inverse X of D there 
uniquely exist an M E N,.(D) and un S E R,.(D) such that X E D{ M, S). 
P2.3. The (2, R(D’), N(D’)}- inverse of D coincides with its Moore- 
Penrose inverse, which is usually denoted by Di. 
P2.4. Zf X is the { 2, M, S }-inverse of D, then iV( X ) = S and R( X ) = M. 
Z~XED{M,S), thenXScA’(D)andXR(D)=M. 
P2.5. Zf X E D(l), then X E D{1,2} iff rank(X)=rank(D). 
P2.6. Zf A is nonsingular, then its generalized inverses all coincide with 
its usual (regular) inverse. 
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For an extensive discussion of the theory of generalized inversion, we 
refer, e.g., to the books by Ben-Israel and Greville [2], Hartung and Werner 
[4], Pringle and Rayner [8], Rao and Mitra [12]; for a geometric approach, to 
Werner [14, Chapter l] and Rao and Yanai [13]; and for a projector-theoreti- 
cal one, e.g., to the paper by Langenhop [5]. 
In passing, we further remark that explicit occurences of generalized 
inverses can be found not only in statistics, but in contexts of algebra, 
analysis, and applications of other fields; cf. Campbell [3], Neumann, Poole, 
and Werner [7], Werner [16, 171, and others. 
3. RELATIONSHIPS 
We first derive comparable representations of the sets ‘%J, 3, and Iuz. The 
first result is well known. 
THEOREM 3.1 (Rao [ll]). Let Q:=pNtA,,. Then 
%3= ( GEA{~}]AGVQ=O}. (3.1) 
For establishing similar characterizations of % and 9X, the following 
lemmas will prove useful. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let Q:=pNcAlj and P:=PNcAl,nNcV,. Then R"=R(VQ)@ 
R(P)@N(Q). So R(P)@R(VQ)ER,(A). 
Proof. R(V)n N(v) = (0) implies R(VQ)+ R(P) = R(VQ)@R(P). 
Suppose next that x E [ R( VQ) @ R( P)] f~ iV( Q), i.e., x = VQv + Pw (for suit- 
able v, w) and QX = 0. By construction, we clearly have iV( P) = R( A t V), 
Q=Q’, and QP=P=P’=P 2. Since 0 = w’PQx = w’Px = w’Pw, we get 
Pw = 0, so that x = VQv. But 0 = V’QX = v’QVQv also yields VQv = 0. 
Hence x = 0, showing [ R(VQ)@R( P)] n N(Q) = (0). Our claim now follows 
by virtue of the well-known identity relation dim R(VQ) = dim R(Q) - 
dim[R(Q)nN(V)]. n 
LEMMA 3.3. Let L:=l -V1/2(QV1/2)+, and let P and Q be as in 
Lemma 3.2. Further let K denote the { 2, R( Af ), R( P)@R(VQ)}-inverse of A. 
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Then 
(a) A+L=K, 
(b) QL = P. 
Proof By means of P2.3 and P2.4, it may be seen that N((QV’/‘)’ ) = 
R(A)+R(P) and (Z-L)VQ=VQ. So in view of Lemma 3.2, L= 
P H(A)@R(P).R(VV)’ which in turn implies that A+LA = A+A = PACAl,, AA’L 
= cl,A,RcP,fBRcv~, (note P2.3), and A+ LAA + L = A + L, thus establishing 
(a). Since R(A i V) is the orthogonal complement of R(P), we also obtain (b). 
W 
THEOREM 3.4. Let K, Q, and P be defined as in the previous lemma. 
Then 
or equivalently 
a= ( GEA{R(A~)}IGVQ=O}. (3.3) 
Proof. (3.2) is clear from (1.3) and Lemma 3.3. To prove (3.3), we may 
first observe that by definition of K, K E A{ R( A')} and KVQ = 0 (note also 
P2.4). Use of Theorem 2.3.2 of Rao and Mitra [12] then readily gives the 
following chain of equivalent conditions: G E A{ R( At)}, GVQ = 0 e (G - 
K)(A:VQ)=O w G=K+X, X(AiVQ)=O e G=K+ZP, ZER”~~” 
[note that R( A i VQ) = R( A : V)]. This completes the proof. 8 
THEOREM 3.5. Let Q and K be as in Lemma 3.3. Then 
9X= { GEA{~,~}(GVQ=O}, (3.4) 
or equivalently 
%R = { A(2,M,SaR(V@) 1 A4 E N,(A), S E R,(( A i V))}. (3.5) 
In particular, we reobtain K E !I@. 
Proof. Combining Theorem 3.1 with Corollary 1 of Mitra and Moore [6] 
gives YJ? = {G E A{ 1) jrank(G) = rank(A), GR(VQ) c N(A)}. Then by P2.5, 
P2.2, and P2.4, it is clear that m may be represented as in (3.4) or (3.5). That 
K E ‘9J follows from (3.5). n 
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COROLLARY 3.6. Let Q, K, and P be defined as in Lemma 3.3. Zf P = 0, 
then 
(a) 911 = A(2, R(VQ)}, 
(b) 91 = {K}, 
(c) !B = A{ R(VQ)}. 
Proof. First observe that P = 0 iff R(A)@R(VQ) = R” (note Lemma 
3.2). Then R,.((A:V))= { (0)) and R(VQ) E R,(A), so that (a), (b), and (c) 
are easy to establish from (3.5), (3.2) and (3.1) respectively (note P2.4). n 
NOTE. Pukelsheim (1977, p. 604) unfortunately seems to believe that 91, 
912, and ‘rr3 always coincide. So he mistakenly states in his Corollary 3 that 
every member of $21 is identical to the expression (1.4) iff V + AA’ is 
nonsingular (i.e., P = 0). That he is wrong may be seen as follows from the 
previous corollary (note also Theorem 3.5): Under P = 0, we have BI = { K } 
&%If = {A (2J’,R(V())) 1 A4 E AT,(A)}. Hence X?l = ‘351 iff #N,,(A)= 1 [i.e., iff 
either N(A) = (0) or A = 01. 
NOTE. In this context, it is interesting to remark that under P = 0 every 
estimable linear function Cb admits a numerically unique BLUE which is 
then given by 3 = CKy. Since P = 0 is equivalent to rank(( A i V)) = n (note 
Lemma 3.2) this follows from Corollary 3.4 by [lo] even if #‘%? > 1 (note that 
%I? c ‘ru). 
Motivated by the first note, we next reveal conditions for the equality of 
two of the sets under study. In order not to have to consider some rather 
uninteresting cases, we assume below that A f 0. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let A # 0. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) dl = ‘a, 
(b) \11 = \35:, 
(c) A’(A)= (0). 
Proof. Define P and Q as in Lemma 3.3. First, let N(A) = (0). Then 
AGVQ=O * GVQ=O. Also R(A’)=R”’ and N,.(A)= {R”‘}, so that by 
P2.2, GA=Z and GAG=G for each GgA{l}. Hence A{l} = A{1,2} = 
A{ R(A’)}, and (a) as well as (b) now follows by virtue of (3.1) (3.3) and 
(3.4). 
Next, let N(A)# (0). Th en choose A4 E N,.(A) such that M # R( A’) 
(note that A # 0), and define T:=A(2,-~‘,~H(P)~R(V(“) (recall Lemma 3.2 in 
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order to see that T is well defined). From (3.5), it is seen that T E 912. Then, 
of course, also T E 23. But since T CZ A{ R(A’)} (note P2.2) we have T E 91 
in view of (3.3). Hence 91 + !?J? and 52 # !D. This completes the proof. n 
THEOREM 3.8. LetA#O. Then 2U=‘n iffeitherN(A)= (0) orN(A’) 
= (0). 
Proof. Let Q and K be defined as in Lemma 3.3. If N(A) = {0}, then 
by the previous theorem s%J = 1332. If N( A’) = {O}, then R(A) = R”. Thus 
R,(A)= {{0}}, so that again by P2.2, AG = I and GAG = G for each 
GE A(1). Hence A(1) = A{1,2}. %? = 97 now follows by comparing (3.1) 
and (3.4), because N( A”) = (0) also implies Q = 0. 
Conversely, let iV(A)# (0) and N(A’)# {O}. Choose 0 # X:=P,v(,,ZQ 
for suitable Z, and define W:= K + X. By construction, we then have 
AWA = A and AWVQ = AKVQ = 0. So W E %I, by (3.1). But since WAW 
= K # W, it follows from (3.4) that W P ‘YJ?. Hence 5D3 $1 <%r?, and the proof is 
complete. n 
The concluding theorem shows how the various sets are generally related. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let A ~0, N(A)# (0) nnd R(AiV)# R”. Then aEZ of 
the relations depicted in Figure 1 are proper. 
Proof. That % is not fully contained in ‘351 may be seen as follows: Let 
K and P be as in Lemma 3.3. Choose X f 0 such that X = P,vC,,ZP for 
suitable 2 E R", ” [observe that P f 0 because R( A: V) + R”], and let 
W: = K + X. Clearly W E 9l, by (3.2). But from (3.4) it follows that W G (92 
because WA W = K # W. 
All other relations should already be clear, in particular, from the proofs of 
the preceding theorems. n 
FIG. 1 
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